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LIGHTERAGE REPORT 
The vessel Captaine Wallis completed unloading of cargo at Kingston on Thursday 7 March 2019, 
using the Franna ‘pick and carry’ crane. As the Franna does not slew, it is not designed for this 
operation, but is the best compromise from the very limited alternatives available to use at 
Kingston until the arrival of a new crane. 

Captaine Wallis V015 arrived 21 days ago, and in the 21 days since then there has not been one 
day where the seas were calm enough at Cascade to unload the temporary replacement crane 
that was also on board. The weight of the temporary crane meant that the blue dock crane 
housed at the Cascade jetty was needed to unload it. With predictions that the seas will remain 
unfavourable at Cascade for a further two weeks the Captaine Wallis has now sailed for New 
Zealand with the temporary replacement crane still onboard. This was an expensive exercise and 
one that would not have been undertaken had it been predicted that the seas would make 
unloading the crane at Cascade impossible for five consecutive weeks. The weekly lease 
arrangement for this will terminate once the crane is returned to the supplier. 
Southern Tiare V005 arrived 11 days ago and commenced unloading at Kingston on Wednesday. It 
had on-board forklift and crane issues on Thursday, which have now been successfully addressed 
with the assistance of local tradesmen. With favourable seas, the Southern Tiare should complete 
unloading by Sunday. 
For the time being, until a new mobile crane arrives, cargo will be unloaded from future ships 
using the Franna crane at Kingston and the blue crane at Cascade. This new crane will be delivered 
with the assistance of the Australian Defence Force. 
Thank you to all those who have assisted during these difficult weeks. 
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